Sealed Quotation/Bids (one Technical and one Financial separately) are invited from Manufacturer or their authorized dealers for the following items which should be sealed by the tenderers in separate covers duly super scribed and both these sealed covers are to be put in a bigger cover, which should also be sealed and duly super scribed, on the terms and conditions as mentioned on page No. 02.

Quotation should reach this office on or before 05/11/2019 by 12:00 Noon. & Tech. Bid will be open on 06/11/2019.

CAMERA UNIT AND DISPLAY COMPATIBLE TO PENTAX BRONCHOSCOPE FB10

Specifications
1- CCD Camera, C-Mount Camera-Head
   • Digital gamma processor
   • Resolution > 750 lines.
   • High resolution and experience image quality.
   • Digital signal processing for high quality colour reproduction.
   • On-screen-Menu settings.
   • Adaptable to flexible endoscopes with extra coupler.
   • Adaptable to all rigid endoscopes.
   • Focussable coupler F=18mm.
   • Soakable camera head.
   • Automatic white balancing for all endo light source.
   • Video system : PAL/NTSC
   • 3.00 mm highly flexible camera cable.
   • 2X Video; 2XS-Video; 1x Y-Ph-prt (Component)
2- Colour TV 14" LG/Samsung

Terms & Conditions:
1. Make, Model, Rate, Warranty & GST detail MUST BE clearly mentioned in the quotations.
2. Manufacturers/ Authorised dealer’s certificate must be attached with the quotations/Tenders.
3. Cutting/over writing on quotations/tenders will not be accepted.
4. The firm must be registered with Directorate General of supplier and Disposals (DGS & D) or in Central purchase office A.M.U Aligarh or MSME.
5. List of users for the quoted item with contact no. should be provided Photocopy of purchase order
   along with terms and conditions of contract received from any Govt/Public sector institution in last 03 years for
   supply of offered equipment must be enclosed with the price bid.
6. Installation and Commissioning will be the responsibility of the supplier & after sale service should be provided.
7. The Equipment should be US FDA/CE European approved product.
8. The Instruments/Equipment might be called for demo, and approval. It is sole discretion of the department to approve
   or disapprove the quality.
9. Comprehensive onsite warranty 05 years & detail after sale service backup in warranty period must be clearly
   mentioned.
10. The Rate of CMC for 2 years must be provided separately after warranty.
11. The payment shall be made against bill and satisfactory installation. No advance payment is possible.
12. The hospital reserve the right to reject any or all the tender/Quotations without assigning any reason or to allot
   full or part of supply to one or more firms.
13. Inclusive GST rates will not be accepted and tender/Quotations will be cancelled.
14. The rate must be quoted in Indian rupees and F.O.R JNMC Hospital.
15. Warranty must be clearly defined to the points, about what will be covered during 05 years of warranty.
16. Those companies/firms should apply whose head office in India/service centre especially in NCR Delhi.
17. Those bidders who submitted bids earlier need not apply again.